Adoptive cellular therapy using T cells with tumor specificity derived from either natural T cell receptors (TCRs) or an artificial chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) has reached late phase clinical testing, with two CAR T cell therapies achieving regulatory approval within the United States in 2017. The effective use of these therapies depends upon an understanding of their pharmacology, which is quite divergent from traditional small molecule or biologic drugs. We review the different types of T cell therapy under clinical development, the factors affecting cellular kinetics following infusion, and the relationship between these cellular kinetics and anti-cancer activity. We also discuss the toxicity associated with T cell therapies, with an emphasis on cytokine release syndrome and neurotoxicity, and the gaps in knowledge regarding these frequent and unique adverse effects.
For the past century, the concept of "a drug" has largely been confined to low molecular weight organic compounds, so-called "small molecules" and larger biomolecules. However, over the past decade, these traditional concepts have been challenged with the advent of new drugs based upon cells, which we refer to here as cellular therapies. Despite their complexity, cellular therapies have incredible potential for the treatment of human disease. This potential is illustrated by the recent FDA approvals of tisagenlecleucel (CTL019, Kymriah) and axicabtagene ciloleucel (Yescarta), genetically engineered T cell therapies that are able to induce durable, complete remission of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and diffuse large B cell lymphoma (DLBCL) in individuals with otherwise highly chemotherapy-refractory disease. 1, 2 Like all drugs, understanding the pharmacology of T cell therapies is critical to their effective application in the clinical setting.
Overview of Adoptive Cellular Therapy Using T Cells
T cell therapy is hardly a new concept. In fact, it has been practiced for over 50 years in the form of allogeneic bone marrow transplantation, in which T cells passively transferred in the cellular product used to reconstitute the ablated hematopoietic system mediate important graft-versus-leukemia effects that are critical to long-term success of this therapy. 3 Over the past 2 decades, this approach has been refined greatly by the use of cell culture and gene therapy tools to create T cells with defined antigenic specificity for cancer therapy. At least two distinct approaches are currently being developed for controlling antigen specificity.
The first approach relies upon isolation of naturally formed, tumorspecific T cells such as tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs). Pioneered by Steven Rosenberg and his research team at the National Cancer Institute, this therapy relies upon the isolation of T cells from surgically resected tumor fragments that are propagated ex vivo by repeated rounds of stimulation with an agonist monoclonal antibody to CD3ε and recombinant human interleukin 2 (rhIL-2). 4 After extensive expansion of the tumor-derived lymphocytes, these cells are then re-infused back into the patient from which they were originally derived. The overall process is depicted schematically in Figure 1 . TIL therapy has shown some remarkable anti-tumor activity, especially in melanoma, with 20%-30% of patients with metastatic melanoma showing deep and durable clinical remissions lasting years and even decades. [5] [6] [7] The second approach for generating tumor-specific T cell therapies capitalizes on our ability to transfer genetic material encoding either a cloned T cell receptor (TCR) or a synthetic receptor formed by combining the antigen-binding portions of an antibody molecule with signaling components from immunoreceptors and costimulatory molecules, which has been referred to as chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) or T-bodies. 8 Although there are many different approaches used for generating genetically modified T cells, most of these approaches share the same basic schema, as shown in Figure 1 . In general, T cells are obtained from peripheral blood, most commonly by leukopheresis. After activation by mitogenic signals similar to those used for TILs, the cells are genetically modified and then expanded prior to their reinfusion back into the patient. Genetic modification can be accomplished by use of retroviral vectors, 9, 10 lentiviral vectors, 11 transposons, 12 or, most recently, homologous recombination following gene editing.
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Defining the "Drug" in T Cell Therapies
Drugs used in the clinical setting require production that adheres to current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) to ensure the safety, purity, and potency from batch to batch. Although the approach to assessing purity and potency are fairly straightforward for small molecule drugs and most biomolecules, defining these characteristics for a cellular product, such as a genetically modified T cell or TIL, is challenging at best and perhaps impossible using present technology.
Unlike traditional molecular drugs that can be chemically defined, cellular therapies are composed of highly complex mixtures of thousands of proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and other organic compounds. A cellular therapy product generated for therapeutic purposes also typically contains hundreds of millions or billions of cells, which vary greatly in their chemical composition from one cell to another. How then does one define purity in the context of this complexity? Embracing practicality, the purity of most cellular products is currently defined by the analysis of a few highly selected proteins using flow cytometric approaches that define the T cell and T cell subset composition of the cells within a product. However, the advent of new single cell transcriptomic approaches (e.g., single cell RNA-seq) show that even highly selected "homogenous" populations of T cells or bone marrow progenitor cells exhibit a great deal more variation than is obvious from the limited set of surface markers typically used to define these populations. 15, 16 Diversity is also created during the genetic engineering process. Most gene delivery approaches in current use for cell therapy employ viral vectors that produce insertions of the genetic material into random locations within the genome. The effect of insertion location on the expression and function of T cells is largely unknown, but a recent study by Eyquem et al. 13 using site-directed insertion of a CAR into the TCR gene locus suggests that gene location may have large effects on CAR-T cell function in vivo.
Similar to purity, potency is also quite difficult to delineate for a cellular therapy product. Potency is generally described as the quantity of a drug required to achieve a defined effect. It seems logical to believe that the number of T cells required to kill a defined number of tumor cells in vitro might be a good test of potency for a cancertargeted T cell therapy. Unfortunately, cytotoxic activity in vitro as well as several other assays of T cell function (e.g., interferon-g [IFN-g] production) appear to have little correlation with the in vivo potency of CD19-specific CAR-T cells. 17 There are many factors that might limit the in vivo activity and overall efficacy of a T cell therapy. However, it is important to recognize that cellular therapies are uniquely "living drugs," with the capacity to replicate themselves. The cells that carry out the majority of the cytotoxicity in vivo are unlikely to be the cells in the original infused cell product, but rather the descendants of these cells. In the extreme situation, even a single T cell clone was reported to have mediated the majority of the antileukemic effects in a patient with ALL treated with CTL019 who experienced a delayed response to the therapy, suggesting that T cell therapies may rely upon a large amount of T cell proliferation to achieve their desired anticancer effects. 18 The "Pharmacokinetics" and "Pharmacodynamics" of Engineered T Cells Genetically Engineered T Cell Kinetics following Adoptive Transfer Most of our knowledge regarding T cell engraftment kinetics is derived from correlative studies performed in clinical trials of genetically modified T cells, in particular CD19-specific CAR-T cells. Two methods, qPCR and flow cytometry, are commonly employed to track the genetically modified T cells following adoptive transfer. Although it is possible for gene silencing or receptor internalization to limit concordance of these methods by reducing expression of the immunoreceptor transgene, 19 these methods appear to show good correlation, especially during peak levels of T cell engraftment. 20 Overall, the data obtained across more than 10 clinical trials of CAR-modified T cells show that engineered T cell concentrations rapidly decline within hours following infusion (see Table 1 ). Following this initial decline, which likely represents cellular redistribution into tissues, the concentrations of engineered T cells then rise to reach a maximum concentration (Cmax) in blood that typically occurs within the 2nd week following infusion. This peak is subsequently followed by a second, slower decline in concentration that occurs over a variable period of days to several months. However, the concentration of functional engineered T cells can be maintained at detectable concentrations in many individuals for years. 21, 22 Although more limited, data, primarily from multiple myeloma, indicates that engineered T cell kinetics within the tumor compartment appear to parallel concentrations in blood. 23 
Factors Affecting T Cell Engraftment Kinetics
Perhaps not unexpected, T cell engraftment kinetics varies considerably across patients and across clinical trials. Recently reported data from 103 individuals with ALL and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) treated with tisagenlecleucel (CTL019) show a coefficient of Review variation (%CV) for Cmax and area under the concentration time curve from day 0 to day 28 (AUC 0-28d ) of 167% and 209%, respectively, in responding patients. In non-responding patients, which were primarily individuals with CLL, the variation was even wider, with the %CV for both Cmax and AUC 0-28d exceeding 1,000%.
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Although these statistics are not reported in other published trials, the variability in both kinetic parameters shown within these studies appear to be considerable.
There are multiple factors that likely contribute to the observed variability in engineered T cell engraftment kinetics (Figure 2 ). T cell dose is a logical variable to consider. Unfortunately, few studies have directly compared engraftment in relation to the engineered T cell dose, and those studies have shown conflicting results. [24] [25] [26] In many ways, T cell therapy is akin to hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, in which the number of CD34+ cells transferred is correlated with both the engraftment success as well as the time to recovery of mature hematopoietic cells. 27 However, it is still challenging to identify the T cells within an infused product with the greatest "stemness." Studies in both murine and primate models of adoptive cellular therapy (ACT) over the past decade have shown that T cells vary in their ability to support long-term engraftment following adoptive transfer. Memory T cells with a naive-like and central memory immunophenotype appear to have "stem-cell-like" properties with the greatest replicative and engraftment capacity. 28, 29 However, it is largely unknown whether the immunophenotypes described for quiescent T cells freshly isolated from blood are informative when applied to T cells that have been ex vivo activated and cultured. The surface markers used for identifying the naive-like, stem cell memory (Tscm) or central memory (Tcm) T cells change significantly during the culture process such that T cell immunophenotype is much more homogeneous at the end of the culture compared with the cells used at the culture's start. Recent retrospective analysis of CTL019 data suggest that immunophenotypic characterization of T cell composition of both the starting leukopheresis material as well as the infused T cell product are predictive of engraftment and response. 30 In addition, efforts to generate T cell products with a more defined composition have shown good engraftment results. 31 However, because they have also not been directly compared to products with less defined composition, it is difficult to know how much benefit is derived from these approaches. These approaches are also more complicated and costly to implement, and a substantial proportion of patients in the study by Turtle et al. 31 failed to achieve a defined composition using Tcm-selected T cells due to low lymphocyte counts.
Consistent with concepts borrowed from the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) transplant field, prior lymphodepleting chemotherapy (so-called "conditioning") appears to also have important effects on both the Cmax and maintenance of adoptively transferred T cells over time. [32] [33] [34] [35] The mechanisms that underlie the effect of conditioning on T cell kinetics are not fully understood. Reduced competition for homeostatic cytokines required for T cell maintenance has been postulated as one important part of the mechanism; [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] however, there is evidence to suggest that cytokines induced by gut microflora translocation may also be an important contributing factor to the enhanced engraftment observed with conditioning. 41 Modulation of the tumor microenvironment, including depletion of regulatory T cells and other suppressive cells, have also been attributed to the enhancing effects of conditioning on adoptive T cell therapy. 42, 43 It is clear that additional factors beyond conditioning contribute to the variable kinetics of proliferation and trafficking within the host. Although no clinical studies directly comparing the kinetics of CAR-T cell engraftment and expansion for CARs with different costimulatory domains have been reported, pre-clinical studies indicate that CD137 (4-1BB) and CD28 domains may have important differences in kinetics. We reported that CD137-domain-containing CARs exhibit greater persistence of T cell concentration over time compared with CD28-costimulated CARs using a xenograft model of ALL. 44 Improved persistence of T cells has also been reported with CARs bearing domains from ICOS, OX-40, as well as 3 rd generation designs incorporating CD28 and CD137 or OX-40.
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Evidence for Pharmacodynamic Relationships in CAR-T Cell Therapy
Efficacy. Not surprisingly, there is increasing evidence for a relationship between exposure to CAR-T cells and clinical efficacy. Evaluation of data from the phase I and II clinical trials of tisagenlecleucel in ALL and CLL show that individuals achieving a complete response (CR) exhibit a higher overall exposure to CAR-T cells as measured by the AUC and Cmax of vector copies/mg of genomic DNA over the first 48 days following infusion compared to non-responding patients. 20 Similar relationships between CAR-T cell exposure have been described for CD19-specific CAR-T cells in non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) as well as B cell maturation antigen (BCMA)-specific CAR-T cells in multiple myeloma. 24, 48 Numerous strategies are being investigated to improve the efficacy of T cell therapies; details of each of these are beyond the scope of this review and readers are referred to recent reviews. [49] [50] [51] Chief among these are methods to neutralize effects of checkpoint signaling. For example, preclinical and early clinical evidence suggests that antibody therapy targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis may enhance CAR-T cell effects. 52, 53 Additionally, CAR-T cell intrinsic systems have been designed to disrupt checkpoint signaling; as examples, a "switch receptor" consisting of the PD-1 extracellular domains fused to CD28 transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains can convert inhibitory interactions into T cell stimulatory signals. 54 Other cellintrinsic approaches include CAR-T cell-secreted checkpoint inhibitors, PD-1 dominant-negative receptors, and genetic disruption of inhibitory receptor expression. 53, 55, 56 It is likely that the success of therapeutic T cells, particularly against solid tumors, will depend upon combination approaches that address checkpoint inhibition in addition to immune-receptor activation.
Cytokine Release Syndrome
Cytokine release syndrome (CRS) represents the most prominent adverse event associated with CD19-specific CAR-T cell therapy. CRS, which occurs in the majority of patients with ALL, is characterized in its mild form by a limited, influenza-like syndrome that includes fever, chills, and myalgia. Symptoms of CRS typically occur during the first 2 weeks following CAR-T cell infusion, with reported onset as early as 2 days following CAR-T cell administration to as late as several weeks after infusion. The onset and severity of CRS coincides with the kinetics of T cell engraftment and a rise in the concentration of cytokines within the serum. 57, 58 More severe CRS (sCRS) is associated with hemodynamic instability, which, in the most severe manifestation, requires vasopressor and ventilator support and can lead to death. Some differences in the grading system exist between studies, which influences the frequencies of sCRS; however, sCRS is reported to occur in 8%-43% of patients treated with CD19 CAR-T cells. 31, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] Although CRS is the most frequent adverse event reported with CD19 CAR-T cell therapies, the frequency of CRS in other CAR-T cell therapies is less clear. CRS, including sCRS, has been reported with BCMA-specific 24, 64 and CD123-specific 65 CAR-T cell therapies. However, little data on CRS have been reported from trials of CAR-T cells targeting other antigens in solid tumors. In addition, the nature and severity of CRS in these settings may be different. 66 Many factors influence the risk for CRS. The most comprehensive analysis of CRS is reported by Turtle and colleagues. 67, 68 In an effort to better understand and predict CRS and neurotoxicity following CD19 CAR-T cell treatment, they analyzed 133 patients treated for ALL, CLL, or NHL. Higher tumor burden and higher CAR-T cell dose were significantly associated with sCRS, which is consistent with data reported from other CD19 CAR-T cell studies. 61 The relationship of CRS severity to CAR-T cell exposure was supported by logistic regression that demonstrated a correlation between peak CAR-T cell engraftment and occurrence and severity of CRS. Additional factors affecting sCRS risk included conditioning chemotherapy, the use of CAR T cells produced using bulk CD8+ T cells rather than central memory selected CD8+ cells, and thrombocytopenia prior to conditioning. The latter finding is intriguing in light of the additional evidence demonstrating disseminated intravascular coagulation in patients suffering from sCRS, and it suggests that endothelial injury may be an important underlying mechanism contributing to CRS severity that remains to be explored.
Limiting the dose of infused cells may serve to mitigate CRS toxicity. However, both efficacy and toxicity are linked to the engraftment (i.e., Cmax) of CAR-T cells. The therapeutic index of CD19 CAR-T cell therapy may therefore be narrow. Reduction of T cell dose in the setting of high tumor burden has been advocated, and this strategy is used in some studies. Because patients with sCRS often exhibit fever within the first 2 days of infusion, split dosing administered over multiple days and held with evidence of CRS is also employed to mitigate the risk of sCRS. However, none of these strategies has been studied prospectively. Tocilizumab (anti-interleukin-6 [IL-6]) therapy is quite effective at reversing the clinical signs of severe CRS, forming the basis for its Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval in conjunction with tisagenlecleucel. Clinical studies are underway to determine whether early intervention with tocilizumab can mitigate the risk of sCRS (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT02906371). Biomarkers that predict CRS following CD19-directed CAR T cell therapy have been identified by multiple groups. 57, 67 Prospective studies of treatment algorithms utilizing biomarkers to guide preventative intervention are needed. Ultimately, multiple strategies, including modifications in product manufacturing, patient pre-treatment, and synthetic receptor engineering, may need to be combined to prevent occurrence of CRS. Additional mechanistic insights into the pathophysiology of CRS in conjunction with a better understanding of the critical elements of anti-tumor T cell functions are also needed to overcome the challenge of controlling toxicity, without interfering with efficacy. For additional information on CRS, including current management strategies, readers are referred to additional recent publications. 60, 67, [69] [70] [71] Neurotoxicity Encephalopathy characterized by confusion, delirium, and aphasia that can also be associated with seizures and cerebral edema is a less frequent, but still relatively common, toxicity associated with CAR-T cell therapy in approximately 40% of treated patients. Most cases of encephalopathy are mild to moderate in severity, without evidence of neuropathology on imaging, and appear largely reversible. However, the data on neurotoxicity are relatively sparse and lack an established grading system. Neurologic toxicity was a prominent feature in 6 of 15 deaths reported in relation to CAR-T cell therapy, and severe neurotoxicity is clearly an important toxicity of this therapy. Severe neurotoxicity has also been reported in trials of TCR-engineered T cell therapies targeting MAGE-A3. 72 The mechanism(s) by which T cell therapy leads to neurologic toxicity is poorly understood. In the case of the MAGE-A3 TCR studies, the severe neurotoxicity was attributed to direct recognition of MAGE protein within the CNS. 72 Neurotoxicity occurs even in those with no evidence of tumor cells within the CSF prior to CAR-T cell infusion, and there is no clear evidence for a role of target antigen in the CNS for CD19 or BCMA-specific CAR-T cell therapies. 68, 73 In these therapies, the severity of neurotoxicity appears related to the severity of CRS and is associated with both early and high cytokine concentrations as well as endothelial activation. 67, 68 The similarity of sCRS to macrophage activation syndrome/hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (MAS/HLH), which also frequently has associated neurologic symptoms that portend a poorer prognosis, suggests a common mechanism that might relate to inflammatory cytokines that are highly elevated in both conditions and predictive. However, the temporal relationships between CRS and neurotoxicity are not entirely synchronous with the onset of CRS, which generally precedes the signs of neurotoxicity by several days. IL-6 blocking therapy also fails to reverse neurotoxicity in some individuals who are treated for CRS. Whether this is due to limited antibody penetration into the CNS due to the blood-brain barrier, important roles for other cytokines or cytokine-independent mechanisms is unknown. At present, an optimal strategy for managing patients with severe neurotoxicity associated with CAR-T cell therapy has not been defined and has largely relied upon management of CRS with supportive care.
On-Target Off-Tumor Toxicity
All patients who experience complete tumor response to CD19-directed CAR T cell therapy experience concomitant elimination of non-malignant B cells. This loss of B cells is associated with a decrease in total immunoglobulin concentrations in serum but preservation of many vaccine-related antibody responses, suggesting that the defects in humoral immunity following CD19-specific CAR-T cell therapy are incomplete. 74 B cell aplasia has been used as a pharmacologic biomarker of drug persistence and efficacy. Indeed, early return of B cells has prompted investigators to re-infuse patients with additional doses of CD19-directed CAR T cells. 61 The minimum duration of B cell aplasia, reflective of CAR-T cell persistence, required for durable (i.e., decades-long) tumor remission is not unknown and may be different across tumor types. Long-term follow up of patients following CD19 CAR-T cell therapy will eventually shed light on this and guide approaches to limit CAR-T cell persistence to reverse B cell aplasia without impairing efficacy.
Similarly, it is reasonable to expect that elimination of normal plasma cells (PCs) occurs in the setting of multiple myeloma treated with CAR-T cells that target antigens such as BCMA, which are shared between non-malignant PCs and myeloma cells. Consistent with this notion, Ali et al. 24 demonstrate absence of any CD138+ cells in a bone marrow biopsy from a patient who experienced a stringent complete remission after BCMA-directed CAR-T cell infusion. Whether the absence of PCs within the bone marrow serves as a reliable marker of ongoing anti-myeloma efficacy may not be as clinically useful as B cells following CD19-directed CAR therapy because other measures Off-tumor targeting of immunotherapy antigen has also been associated with T cell immunotherapies for melanoma, in which some responding patients develop vitiligo, immune-mediated destruction of skin melanocytes. This toxicity appears due to targeting that includes MART-1, TRP-1/2, and gp100, which are shared between normal melanocytes and melanoma cells. In some cases, melanocytic cells within the eye can also be targeted, leading to ophthalmic complications. 75 Patients who develop vitiligo after melanoma therapy, including adoptive T cell therapy, demonstrate increased survival compared to those who do not develop vitiligo. 76 Severe toxicity due to T cell targeting of tissues beyond the desired tumor has also been observed with TCRs, recognizing the MAGE family of cancer-testis proteins. 72, 77 In a case of fatal cardiotoxicity associated with an affinity-enhanced, MAGE-A6-specific TCR, the TCR recognized a peptide derived from the muscle protein, titin, which exhibited similarities to the targeted peptide from MAGE-A6. 78 Toxicity could also occur when genetically introduced TCRa and TCRb chains form heterologous pairs with endogenous TCR chains. In this manner, new TCRs may be generated. These new TCRs have not been subject to the usual process of thymic selection, which prunes autoreactive receptors from the functional T cell repertoire. In addition to generating potentially pathogenic new receptors, chain mispairing may limit therapeutic efficacy by decreasing the expression level of the intended TCR. Although in vivo toxicity due to chain mispairing has not yet been reported in patients, several strategies have been developed to mitigate this theoretical complication. Approaches can be divided into two broad categories. One aims to reduce or eliminate endogenous TCR chains using small hairpin RNA (shRNA) or CRISPR. 79 A phase I trial at the University of Pennsylvania (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT03399448) will apply CRISPR to delete endogenous TCRa and TCRb in a TCR-based cell therapy targeting MART-1. The second category encompasses several protein engineering strategies that biochemically favor intended pairing over mispairing. Examples that have shown merit in preclinical studies include use of murine constant domains in the TCRa and TCRb chains, introduction of inter-chain disulfide bonds, mutations that create inter-chain "knob-in-hole" interactions, and domain swapping between TCRa and TCRb and substitution with TCRg and TCRd transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains.
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Conclusions
We have entered an exciting time in the field of immunotherapy. A plethora of new tools that enable the insertion, deletion, or modification of genes within T cells has become available over the last decade. Combined with novel synthetic control systems that can more precisely regulate T cell survival and function, 81 it is now possible to create T cell-enhanced function and improved safety. In parallel with improved technologies to create T cells, new technologies are enabling high-resolution characterization of T cell products and highly sensitive techniques are available to detect therapeutic T cells in vivo and measure their pharmacologic effects (i.e., target elimination). The first generation of T cell therapies, such as the recently approved tisagenlecleucel and axicabtagene ciloleucel, are leading the way for more advanced cellular therapies.
Universal donor T cells that utilize gene editing technologies to eliminate the TCR and MHC required for graft-versus-host disease and donor cell rejection, respectively, represents one of the most notable new technologies to enter clinical phase testing. 82 Not only do these approaches have the potential to markedly reduce cost and improve the efficiency of manufacturing, but a universal donor T cell might also reduce the significant variation in engraftment kinetics and efficacy that arise from the variable nature of T cells across individuals. The use of gene editing technology also affords the potential to eliminate important negative regulatory pathways, such as the immune checkpoint molecule PD-1, which limits T cell immunity, especially within solid tumors. 83 Synthetic molecular switches such as an inducible caspase 9 that regulate T cell survival through administration of a second drug have also entered the clinic. 84 These latter approaches, while adding complexity, are often included in T cell therapies as a fail-safe mechanism to mitigate the risk of off-tumor toxicity.
Finally, there is still much to learn, especially about the long-term safety of these novel therapies. No case of insertional oncogenesis has been reported to our knowledge, with either retroviral or lentiviral vector engineering of mature T cells compared with the observed leukemogenesis associated with retroviral engineering of hematopoietic stem cells. Nevertheless, the possibility that this complication may occur with low frequency remains given the limited number of patients treated overall. Current FDA guidance recommends at least a 15-year follow up for individuals treated with gene therapy, and both tisagenlecleucel and axicabtagene ciloleucel were approved with the requirement for long-term monitoring of treated subjects during the post-marketing phase.
